
Product Code

Features

Colour

Manufactured by

PLAY17
PLAY BATH FILLER WITH MIXER

Featuring elegant curved lines and a classic lever handle, the Play collection from PARISI lends to a 
timeless look suitable for all bathrooms.

HP.08-1F.E

Freestanding bath spout
Ø115mm flange

Chrome

Note: All dimensions are in millimetres and are subject to normal manufacturing variations. Parisi Bathware Pty Ltd reserves the right to vary 
specifications at any time without notice.



Guangdong kinen Sanitary Ware Industrial Co., Ltd

ENVY BATH FILLER WITH MIXER 

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

PP.08-1F  &  PP.08-1F.E

4XΦ10mm

　95

1.       The mixer body needs to be installed so it 2.       Install the expansion bolts leaving 
approximately 25mm exposed.

3.       Fit the hot water pipe to the left hand side 
of the body and cold water pipe to the right 
hand side of the body. Remove the nut and 
washer from the body and place the body over 

onto the expansion bolts to secure the body to 

4.       Test the pressure and make sure there are 
no leaks. Leave a 95mm cut out around the 
body for installation. When you are ready to 
install the mixer, remove the 4x hexagonal 
screws holding the plastic cover and unscrew 
the test plugs to reveal 2x inlet holes.

the hot water connector on the left and the 
cold water connector on the right. Fasten the 
mast to the base using the hexagonal screws 
removed in step 4. Slide the cover down the 

Installation Note
 

 professionally installed and tested in the factory. 
Do not disassemble as doing so may void 
the warranty.

installation guide and dimensions provided. Do not 
force any part of the installation to avoid damage.

4.       Make sure you connect the hot water to the left 
hand side and the cold water to the right hand side 
of the body

5.       After installing the body, check all of the 
connections are sealed and not leaking.

Cleaning & Care 
Instructions

 
1.       For day to day cleaning To 

clean, rinse with water and 
dry with a soft cloth

2.       To clean stains or dirt on the 
surface, use a mild liquid 
soap, rinse with water and 
dry with a soft cloth

3.       Avoid abrasive cleaners or 
scourers to clean the mixer

4.       Avoid using acidic cleaners 
of polishes to clean the 
mixer

Operation instruction
 
1.       The mixers have a tilt turn operation, turn left for hot, right for cold and tilt for water pressure.
2.       The working pressure if 50-500KPA
3.       The working temperature is less than 90 degrees (recommended 80 degrees)
 


